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1. BUSINESS PLAN SUMMARY

● We are a newly conceptualized company and plan to create multiple NFT
collections on the Solana Blockchain with a planned launch date of our first
collection being 3/31/2022.

● Our mission is to bring value and liquidity to the Solana ecosystem and
everybody investing in our project. We plan to do this by releasing multiple
projects with original art and give incentives to those who hold them long term.

● We are a small team currently consisting of 3 individuals (with the help of others
of course) that will manage this project well after release. We are also open to
expanding our team in the future to help with any exponential growth.

● Our core product is the Dropout University brand. We will build this brand with the
NFT projects but will also be offering staking with our $TUITION coin as well as
venture into other avenues like creating a merch line.

● Our target audience is art collectors, rappers, gamers, college students etc.
Basically anybody trying to get involved in NFTs. Due to our art design and
concept we believe people in the demographics listed above will be our specific
target audience.

● The current market for NFTs is very saturated with a lot of copy-paste projects.
We will stick out by offering a unique art-style as well as unique utility to our
project holders.
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1. BUSINESS PLAN SUMMARY (cont.)

● Our project will be unique in comparison to others due to our idea of creating a
line of NFT projects all linked together. We will call this the ‘Dropout University’
and will feature projects such as bears, giraffes, rabbits, cats you name it. The
Dropout University will be a collective of many different zoo animal NFT projects
all linked together. We also plan to release our own utility coin on the Solana
Blockchain with funds from our mint on 3/31. Then we plan to secure a staking
platform and allow holders of our NFTs to stake them for our utility coin.

● In our first few years of operations we are projecting to make anywhere from
$100,000 - $500,000 USD. This is taking into consideration all of the Dropout
projects. Dropout Bears, Dropout Giraffes etc. This estimate includes mint
proceeds of all upcoming projects, aftermarket sales and merch sales.

● We have been in talks with multiple developers seeking out avenues for creating
our staking feature and utility coin. We won’t promise anything to our community
until any of this is set stone.

2. PRODUCT OFFERINGS

● Our project is offering a solid 1/1 piece of art to anyone who purchases one off
mint or aftermarket. Anyone who holds a Dropout will be given access to the
DropoutDAO where we will share ideas and hold votes for future plans of our
project. We are going to continue working hard to deliver on our roadmap and
update our roadmap as new things arise.

● We will stand out from other projects due to our original art and plan to create a
whole collective of Dropout NFTs who all attend Dropout University. We will
expand on this story and have an aspect of lore behind it as well.

● As mentioned we have in our plans to bring utility to the holders of our project
including airdrops of new NFTs, early access to new NFTs and a staking platform
which allows our community to stake their Dropout NFTs to accumulate our utility
token.

● Our utility token will be a universal token between all Dropout NFT collections. All
of these collections combined will make up the Dropout University collective.

● Dropout Bear merch is also being worked on and we have come up with some
designs with our official company logo. We also plan to make merch for each of
our different animals in the project. Same type of designs but maybe a different
logo for each animal. This is all still in discussion considering we’re in very early
stages of development.



2. PRODUCT OFFERINGS (cont.)

● We are currently working out tokenomics regarding our $TUITION coin including
burning mechanisms to increase the value of $TUITION. To get our coin started
we will be adding 300 SOL to the liquidity pool from our first 3 mints (100 SOL
from each mint).

● We also have plans regarding burning mechanisms of $TUITION with a further
project ‘Dropout Dorms’ which will be a 3D metaverse room that will be the home
to your Dropouts. This collection will be exclusively minted with $TUITION and
any mint on this project would in turn burn the respective amount of $TUITION.

● Down the line in phase 5 of our roadmap we will be releasing another project
that’s connected to Dropout University. These will be ‘The Graduates’ which will
be a 3D collection and offer a staking multiplier to the Dropouts on our staking
platform. These will be launched as ‘Degrees’ which will come in 4 different tiers
from mint, Associates (Common), Bachelors (Rare), Masters (Epic), Ph.D
(Legendary). These will be initially launched as a ‘Degree’ but later be revealed
as ‘The Graduates’.

3. SALES AND MARKETING PLAN

● We currently are planning to sell the Dropout Bears for 0.5 SOL on mint.
However, this all depends on what the market does from now to the time of our
launch. Regardless, we don't want it to be a premium price to join.

● We are taking a more natural-growth approach to marketing and building our
community. We won’t be paying for any paid promotions on Twitter or any of that.
We will just promote ourselves through short ads displaying our NFTs and
posting them to Twitter along with giveaways so that we can see a more natural
growth in our community.

● We have a remaining budget of nearly 20 SOL to market ourselves up until mint
for our first project, which is more than enough due to our artist ‘Stack’ being a
very talented digital artist, meaning he can create all these ads himself rather
than us paying for them to be outsourced.

● Our main focus for marketing will be bringing a following to our Twitter page (we
already have been growing over there steadily). We will promote our Twitter
ourselves and won’t spend a lot to promote our project other than our own
giveaways and getting verified through official services that give our project the
credibility we’d need to be comfortable launching.



3. SALES AND MARKETING PLAN (cont.)

● Another main focal point of our marketing will be bringing new members into our
Discord server and creating an active core community that would ride or die for
us.

● We have also been reaching out to established DAOs and other alpha chats that
we’re already a part of due to our NFT holdings to spread the word about the
Dropout University. We are also encouraging early members in our Discord
server to do the same.

4. OWNERSHIP STRUCTURE AND MANAGEMENT PLAN

● We are a small team, currently consisting of just 3 core members. One member
being the artist and developer, Stack. The second member taking care of
business management and development, Axdamx. The third member who will be
working as our marketing manager, ‘Kaneki’.

● We are also associated with the developer of the Cat Cartel, ‘Cat King’ who has
helped us with securing and creating a mint site as well as other back-end things
including introducing us to a few other devs that can help us out with creating our
staking platform.

● There is a guideline in Intellectual property rights, as long as the original art was
changed by more than 60%, you're in the clear. It is a small but not commonly
known loophole in copyright law. We actually did as much as we could to make
the bear different by more than 60% but still recognizable as to what it is. We
changed the head shape, ear shape, mouth and snout shape, nose shape, and
body shape. Technically that puts us far past 60% so let your worries rest, we've
done our research and hired a legal team just in case. Here is a quote from said
legal council: "The concept is similar but according to copyright law, it is legal
and suit proof. Plus, the art style has changed which helps give it an extra boost
in originality.".

● Stack’s role from now on will be to continue putting out new trailers and
mini-videos for our social media platforms as well as work on our new projects
which we plan to release to our community in the near future. Stack has lots of
recent experience in digital art and graphic design notably working with 1047
Games being a developer for them and creating in-game weapon and character
skins for the game ‘Splitgate’. Stack will also be improving his coding skills to
continue pushing our project forward in the future. Stack will receive 40% of initial
funds from launch and 55% of funds from aftermarket sales.



4. OWNERSHIP STRUCTURE AND MANAGEMENT PLAN (cont.)

● Axdamx’s role will be working closely with other brands and companies to grow
our outreach and total volume in the project. He will also be managing the
‘Dropout University’ brand and handle the finances making him the CFO.
Axdamx will also be improving his coding skills to bring the project to the next
level. Axdamx will receive % of initial funds from launch and 35% of funds from
aftermarket sales.

● Kaneki’s role from here on will be working on community outreach and
partnerships with other projects. Kaneki will also be learning coding, that way our
entire core team will be well-abled developers in the space. Kaneki has agreed to
work for free as he wants to put this on his resume, he is currently a college
student majoring in Marketing. Although he agreed to working for free. Stack and
I will pay him out of our own pockets for his work done with us.

● Cat King from Cat Cartel will receive 30% of mint funds to pay him for all his help
with setting up our mint and connecting us with other devs to help us with our
project. Although he is getting this portion we want to reiterate that Cat King is
not a part of the official team and is just an affiliate of the team.

● Bored King from BAPE Social Club will be working with us to help us create a
staking platform and work out tokenomics regarding our $TUITION coin.

● The remaining 10% of funds from our mint will go into our DAO wallet to allow the
community to determine future plans of the project, the DAO wallet will also
receive 10% of aftermarket proceeds on a weekly basis.

● We are fully confident we can execute on all our plans with this team and will
continue to grow our team for further expansions with different developers when
the time arises. We have all the requirements and resources necessary to
execute on our plan.

5. OPERATING PLAN

● Our business will operate remotely and we are not physically located in one
place. Stack is located in Texas working remotely. Axdamx is located in California
also working remotely. Kaneki is located in Arizona also working remotely.

● Regarding our staking utility and tokenomics we will be working closely with the
Bored King from BAPE Social Club to get the staking platform up and ready. Off
the bat. We’re hoping to have everything ready for staking shortly after mint and
plan to allow holders of our project to stake their NFTs about a month after mint.



5. OPERATING PLAN (cont.)

● We will only outsource development needs until the core team is well versed in
development and can handle it themselves (This process should be no more
than a couple months from the time of our initial Dropout Bears mint).

● All of our work and information on our project will be uploaded online and onto
the Solana Blockchain accessible to any and everyone. We will also give any
new updates on our project to our community when the updates are made.

● Our workflow is excellent, when Stack sits down and works with Adobe Illustrator
and Photoshop he gets zoned and can finish an early sketch on a new project in
less than 30 minutes. He will then pitch this sketch to Axdamx and we will be on
a call together and work on different attributes / features on whatever project it is.
Together we can create a full project with all attributes in less than a week. From
here Stack will create an ad and Axdamx will post a tweet and make it live.

6. FINANCIAL PLAN

● This project has potential to be very profitable for everybody involved and at the
end of the day as a business that will be our main goal. With each project (5+)
having potential to net ~800 SOL ($96,000 USD), we are looking at a potential
total of ~4,000 SOL ($480,000 USD) gained from mint proceeds alone. This
number doesn’t factor in aftermarket sales or merchandise sales.

● With each project having a budget of ~100 SOL ($12,000 USD), this will be for
promotions, giveaways, outsourced products from different developers etc. This
will result in a total of ~700 SOL ($84,000 USD) profit for each project. Or a total
profit of ~3,500 SOL ($420,000 USD). With this profit we will put a fair portion
back into the project to ensure longevity.

● We are going low-risk with having spent very minimally to produce our first
collection of NFTs being the Dropout Bears. We will 100% sell all 808 Bears on
mint and will allow this process to happen naturally, no matter how much time it
might take.

● Once we get the ball rolling we will be adding 100 SOL from our Dropout Bears
mint into the liquidity pool for our $TUITION coin to get started, we will then
continue to add to this liquidity pool with our upcoming launches.

● To have our $TUITION coin sustainable we will also be having a burning
mechanism to ensure the longevity of our coin. We are also considering
$TUITION as an official payment for our merch line when that is released.



7. APPENDIX

● If you have read to this point, we would like to thank you for showing interest in
our project. We are very excited to build a great project that we plan to have alive
in the Solana ecosystem for years to come.

● We are currently going through a rebrand from ‘Dropout Bears’ to ‘Dropout
University’ and just reworked our entire roadmap to improve our product offerings
and to ensure sustainability and longevity.

● We will also link our Twitter profile and Discord server here so you can have an
idea of how we’re approaching our marketing. As well as seeing how active our
community is considering how small we are so far. Thank you.

Twitter: https://twitter.com/DropoutBearsNFT
Discord: https://discord.gg/qd3UAnDjnM
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